
PRODUCT GUIDE

REAL LIFE HAPPENS

WE GET OUTSIDE TO CONNECT

AND WITH THE PEOPLE

LIFE IS BETTER WHEN WE

WITH OUR LAND, WITH OUR ANIMALS,

AND TO MAKE THINGS SIMPLE AGAIN,

TO BE WITH WHAT REALLY MATTERS.

GET CONNECTED. GET BACK TO

WE GET OUTSIDE
TO WORK HARD

OUTDOORS.

GET OUTSIDE.

WE LOVE.

WHAT’S REAL.

FOREST
FIELD
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TO



SALT & CLAY.
MORE THAN JUST
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In 1958, two brothers turned their Utah farm into 

something bigger.  They had tapped into an ancient deposit 

of salt and clay and realized they had found two rare 

resources:  a salt with 60+ trace minerals crystallized inside 

each granule, and a thick layer of volcanic ash--a 

mineral-rich supplement unlike any other clay.

Six decades later, Redmond Minerals has expanded from 

that original farm. However, we still haven't forgotten our 

founder's vision to keep things natural and put people 

before profit in order to make a contribution that matters.



solar poweredall natural

product guarantee mined in the USA

great margins dealer support

DEALER  FAQ

Redmond products typically 
bring margins higher than 90% 

of the items you sell.

We treat our dealers like true 
partners, offering free samples, 
banners, sales tools and more.

If Redmond products do not 
move off your shelves, we will 

take them back. Hassle free.

Our solar field in central 
Utah provides more than 
enough power to run our 

mine and mill.

Why import from overseas? 
Every Redmond product 
comes from central Utah. 

Redmond works with nature 
to create products that are 

simple, environmentally 
friendly, and effective. 
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redmondagriculture.com

FOR  FARMERS

,

MONEY
MATTERS



FOR  FARMERS

(50lbs)

43

*Individual tubes also available

Udder Mud 
(16 oz Tube or 1 gal Bucket)

A 100% natural  rub that draws heat and 
swelling out of the udder by using a clay 
and essential oil blend to promote healing. 
Case of 12 Tubes: 328000

758364328000

Individual Bucket: 328048
758364328048

Goat Mineral Mix 
(25 lbs) (5 lbs)

Goat Mineral Mix

50 lb Bag: 100125
 75864100125

*50 bags per pallet

Individual: 100149
75864100149

*50 blocks per pallet

*50 blocks per pallet *50 blocks per pallet
Selenium 90 Block 
(44 lbs)

Natural Block

Added Trace Mineral Block 

(44 lbs)

(44 lbs)

Individual: 321001 758364321001

Our premium sea salt in block form. It has 
60+ naturally occurring essential trace 
minerals. Preferred by livestock.

Individual: 321506 758364321506

(PN#)

(PN#)

(PN#)

(PN#)

(UPC)

(UPC)

(UPC)

Individual: 321605 758364321605(PN#) (UPC) (UPC)

(PN#)

(PN#)

(UPC)

(UPC)

Case of 6: 100163
75864100163

(PN#)

(UPC)

10 Fine Salt With Added Garlic 
(50 lbs)

50 lb Bag: 303304  758364303304

Our premium sea salt in block form  with added garlic for flies, 
lice and ticks. Antioxidant properties. Smaller granules.

(PN#) (UPC)

3
10 Fine Salt
(50 lbs)

50 lb Bag: 300501  75864300501
*50 bags per pallet

*50 bags per pallet

Our premium sea salt has 60+ naturally occurring essential 
trace minerals—it’s ideal for all livestock. Smaller granules. 

(PN#) (UPC)

3
4 Medium Salt
(50 lbs)

50 lb Bag: 301508  75864301508
*50 bags per pallet

Our premium sea salt has 60+ naturally occurring essential 
trace minerals—making it ideal for all livestock. Larger granules.

(PN#) (UPC)

3
Beef Mineral Mix
(50 lbs)

50 lb Bag: 100101  758364100101

*50 bags per pallet

Fortified with higher levels of phosphorus, calcium, selenium 
(60 ppm), manganese, cobalt, copper, iodine, zinc and 
vitamins  A, D & E.  

(PN#) (UPC)

3
Selenium 90 Salt
(50 lbs)

50 lb Bag: 302604
 

758364302604
*50 bags per pallet

Our sea salt’s 60+ minerals fortified with higher levels of 
selenium (90 ppm), copper, manganese, cobalt, iodine and zinc.

(PN#) (UPC)

3
Selenium 30 Salt
(50 lbs)

50 lb Bag: 300037

 

3
Conditioner
(50 lbs)

50 ls Bag: 602506  758364602506

*50 bags per pallet

Redmond Conditioner is a three-in-one product. It can replace 
your toxin binder, bu�er, and work as a mineral 
supplement—saving you time and money. 

(PN#) (UPC)

 

75864300037

*50 bags per pallet

Our sea salt’s 60+ minerals fortified with higher levels of 
selenium (30 ppm), copper, manganese, cobalt, iodine and zinc.

(PN#) (UPC)

*50 blocks per pallet

Natural Block With Added Garlic
(44 lbs)

Individual: 322718 758364322718

Our premium sea salt in block form with added garlic 
for flies, lice and ticks. Antioxidant properties.

(PN#) (UPC)

Our sea salt’s 60+ minerals fortified with higher 
levels of selenium (90 ppm), copper, manganese, 
cobalt, iodine and zinc.

A smaller package of our 
fortified sea salt for goats.
Ideal for smaller herds.

Fortified with added 
phosphorus, calcium,  selenium 
(60 ppm), manganese, cobalt, 
copper, iodine, zinc and 
vitamins  A, D & E.  

Our sea salt’s 60+ minerals fortified with 
higher levels of copper, manganese, cobalt, 
iodine and zinc.
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redmondequine.com

FOR  HORSE  OWNERS

100% All Natural 

Mined in the USA

Preferred by Horses

60+ Essential Trace Minerals

Digestive Support

Hydration Trigger

Redmond Equine Selling Points

Redmond Equine Display 40-Count or 90-Count

Dealers love having the Redmond 
Quarter Crate wood display in 
their store.  Your first wood display 
comes free with purchase of 40
or 90 qty 7-10 lb Rocks.  It’s an 
eye-catching way to help customers 
find Redmond Equine products.

Fill your display with 
Redmond Equine’s larger 
7-10 lb Rocks.

Quarter Crate: 
330561

018788330561
(PN#)

(UPC)

40-count, 7-10lb Rocks: 
330400

018788330400
(PN#)

(UPC)

90-count, 7-10 lb Rocks: 
330424

018788330424
(PN#)

(UPC)



FOR  HORSE  OWNERS
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(8 oz)
First Aid

25 lb Bucket: 330677  018788330677

Individual: 330684
018788330684

Redmond Rock Crushed
(5 lbs)

5 lb Pouch: 330608

330646

018788330608

Does your horse su�er from 
bothersome bites, stings, cuts or 
skin irritations? First Aid soothes 
and heals naturally by sealing 
wounds, drawing out infection, 
repelling flies and bacteria and 
preventing proud flesh. Make 
First Aid your first choice for 
natural healing.

Nature’s perfect hydration trigger.  This is for owners who 
prefer to feed supplements along with daily feed rations.

The Daily Gold Syringe brings quick 
relief for ulcer and colic symptoms.

(25 lbs)

(70 cc)
Daily Gold Syringe

25 lb Bucket: 330721  018788330721

Daily Gold

(4.5 lbs)

Daily Gold is an ideal way to bu�er acid, bind toxins, and 
help a horse’s digestive system work as nature intended. 

(PN#)

(PN#)

(PN#)

(PN#)

(UPC)
Case of 6: 330707

018788330707
(PN#)

(UPC)

Individual: 331307
758364331307
(PN#)

(UPC)

Case of 6: 331321
758364331321
(PN#)

(UPC)

Individual: 331100 018788331100(PN#) (UPC)

Case of 5: 331124 018788331124(PN#) (UPC)

(UPC)
Case of 6: 330882

018788330882
(PN#)

(UPC)

Individual: 330844
018788330844
(PN#)

(UPC)

Concerned your horse may not be 
getting an adequate supply of 
essential nutrients?  Daily Red 
delivers a complete and balanced 
formula of 63 minerals, plus vitamins, 
to optimize health and performance, 
and takes the guesswork out of 
meeting your horse's mineral needs. 

(5 lbs/25 lbs)
Daily Red

Case of 6: 331308
018788331308
(PN#)

(UPC)

25 lb Bucket: 100910
758364100910
(PN#)

(UPC)

Individual: 331254
018788331254
(PN#)

(UPC)

Does your horse su�er from hot 
spots and swollen or sore legs 
after a workout? Red Edge 
draws out inflammation and 
swelling to ensure your hard- 
working horse is in peak form 
before every performance and 
recovers quickly after.

(8.5 lbs)
Red Edge

Case of 4: 101542
758364101542
(PN#)

(UPC)

Individual: 332022
018788332022
(PN#)

(UPC)

(UPC)

(UPC)

Redmond Rock Crushed With Added Garlic
(5 lbs)

5lb Pouch: 101474 758364101474

Nature’s perfect hydration trigger with added garlic 
for fly, tick and flea control.

(PN#) (UPC)

Electrolyte Syringe
(1.2 oz)

Redmond Rock
(3-5 lbs)

Case of 8: 331087 018788331087

Rock on a Rope is ideal to hang in a barn, stall, or on 
a fence post and works as a convenient way to trigger 
hydration. Mined in the USA.

Individual: 331063 018788331063

Rock on a Rope 
(7-10 lbs)

Redmond’s popular Rock on a Rope now in larger 
7-10 lb size.

Case of 6: 018788330646

(PN#)

(PN#)

(PN#)

(UPC)

(UPC)

(UPC)

25 lb Bucket: 331223
018788331223
(PN#)

(UPC)

Does your horse stop drinking 
when stressed or traveling away 
from home?  Rein in dehydration 
with Rein Water. Our great- 
tasting, natural electrolyte 
encourages drinking and helps 
your horse stay hydrated and 
healthy at home or on the road. 

(5 lbs/25 lbs)
Rein Water

Case of 6: 331209
018788331209
(PN#)

(UPC)

Individual: 331186
018788331186
(PN#)

(UPC)

Case of 12: 331406
758364331406
(PN#)

(UPC)

Individual: 331383
758364331383
(PN#)

(UPC)

Is your horse dehydrated or refusing to 
drink? Fast-acting Electrolyte triggers 
your horse’s thirst response while 
rapidly replenishing electrolytes lost 
through heat, sweat, or nervousness. 
Our paste also contains over 60 
essential minerals that speed up 
recovery and improve health, energy, 
and performance.
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redmondhunt.com

FOR  HUNTERS

Small Display

Our smallest pine display. It 
holds twenty-five 12 lb 
rocks. Helps customers find 
Trophy Rock year round.

Individual: 505204
018788505204

Bag Display

Our bag display holds 10 bags.

Individual: 504085
018788504085

Triple Display

Our Triple display holds 25 
rocks, 10 large bags, and 6 
small bags.

Individual: 505303
018788505303

Large Display

Our largest pine display. It 
holds sixty 12 lb rocks. 
Helps customers find 
Trophy Rock year round.

Individual: 606105
018788606105

(36”x24”x48”)(19”x24”x23”)

(20”x17”x48”) (36”x24”x48”)



feeding in windy conditions.

All natural mineral lick. Safe for 
all wildlife. 60+ trace minerals. 
Mined in the USA.

All natural mineral lick. Safe for 
all wildlife. 60+ trace minerals. 
Mined in the USA.

A crushed version of Trophy 
Rock. Same 60+ trace 
minerals. Nothing added or 
removed.

FOR  HUNTERS

Trophy Rock Large
(20 lbs)(12 lbs)

Trophy Rock Small

(50 lbs)
Plot Rock

Four65
(30lbs)

Individual: 502500
018788502500
(PN#)

(UPC)

Half Crate: 506102
018788506102
(PN#)

(UPC)

Individual: 502609
018788502609
(PN#)

(UPC)

Half Crate: 506201
018788506201
(PN#)

(UPC)

Individual: 504023
018788504023
(PN#)

(UPC)

Full Pallet: 504122
018788504122
(PN#)

(UPC)

*48 bags per pallet

(16 oz)

Apple Bomb
Spray

Individual: 510109
018788510109
(PN#)

(UPC)
Case of 4: 510154

018788510154
(PN#)

(UPC)

(16 oz)
Cherry Bomb
Spray

Individual: 510086
018788510086
(PN#)

(UPC)
Case of 4: 510093

018788510093
(PN#)

(UPC)

Cherry Bomb
(2 0lbs)

Individual: 851000
01878851000
(PN#)

(UPC)*96 bags per pallet

(6 lbs)
Cherry Bomb Individual: 510062

018788510062
(PN#)

(UPC)
Case of 4: 510092

018788510092 
(PN#)

(UPC)*48 cases per pallet

An all-natural soil amendment for deer food plots that builds the 
soil profile with essential minerals for a healthier plant structure.

Individual: 509707
018788509707

*50 bags per pallet

Cherry Bomb and Apple Bomb are both super-e�ective, long-range deer attractants. The enticing 
aroma pulls deer from afar. Also, the highly palatable protein ingredients with added vitamins and 
minerals make it a great supplement.

Cherry Bomb Spray and Apple Bomb Spray contain the same amazing scent found in our popular 
graunular line but in a handy multipurpose field spray.

Cherry Bomb
(40 lbs)

Individual: 510031
018788510031
(PN#)

(UPC)*50 bags per pallet

(20 lbs)
Apple Bomb Individual: 510055

018788510055
(PN#)

(UPC)*96 bags per pallet

(6 lbs)
Apple Bomb Individual: 510079

018788510079
(PN#)

(UPC)
Case of 4: 510154

018788510154
(PN#)

(UPC)*48 cases per pallet



iceslicernaturesblend.com

FOR  PET  OWNERS

 
feeding in windy conditions.

Ice Slicer
(10 lbs)

10 lb Bag: 500062
758364500062

Ice Slicer keeps working down to 0°F, 
and its completely natural formulation 
is safe for kids and animals.

(PN#)
(UPC)

feeding in windy conditions.

Ice Slicer
(50 lbs)

50 lb Bag: 500161(PN#)
(UPC) 758364500161
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redmond.life

FOR  YOU



FOR  YOU

Redmond Clay 

Real Salt

Redmond Life has been selling Redmond Clay in health food stores 
since the 1970’s, but people have been using bentonite clay for 
thousands of years. Redmond Clay is a unique high desert bentonite, 
high in both calcium and sodium.   

Real Salt is the only brand of unrefined sea salt mined in America, 
with a complete blend of minerals and an unique flavor that is perfect 
for every meal. Real Salt is unlike any salt on earth –once you try the 
Real Salt taste test, you will understand why no other salt sells better 
in America’s health food stores. 

Earthpaste

Check with your distributor to order Earthpaste.

Check with your distributor to order our Real Salt Products.

Earthpowder

Earthpowder is the natural experience your mouth has been missing. 
Our recipe relies on unique, high-desert bentonite clay paired with 
tooth-friendly non-GMO xylitol¹ and delicious wild-harvest essential oils.
Check with your distributor to order Earthpowder.

Check with your distributor to order our clay products.

You don’t need artificial ingredients to create the perfect natural 
toothpaste. Redmond Earthpaste and Earthpowder are made from 
nature’s perfect polisher to get you everything you expect from a 
toothpaste without any glycerin, fluoride, foaming agents, or artificial 
coloring. You won’t believe how smooth your teeth will feel!

Re-Lyte

DELICIOUS TASTE WITHOUT ANY JUNK
Looking for an electrolyte drink with a subtle, salty-sweet flavor? 
Re-Lyte Electrolyte Mix, available in Lemon Lime and Mixed Berry, 
is a delightfully refreshing, sugar-free blend of natural flavors and 
coconut water powder.
Check with your distributor to order our Re-Lyte products.


